From the Head
Dear parents,

Weekly News
End of Term News

As we come to the end of this school year, I write to thank you for
your support of St Margaret’s and all of its endeavours. Set in the
context of the COVID-19 pandemic, you do not need me to tell
you that this has been a difficult time for many people, young and
old, and as a staff we commend our children and young people
for all that they have accomplished and the way in which they
have adapted to changing circumstances.
Despite the public health restrictions, there have been a number
of positive outcomes from the situation in which we have been
operating, not least the progress which has been made in terms
of digital literacy and the creative approaches which have been
taken by pupils and staff to maintain those aspects of community
life which we hold dear.
None of this would have been possible without the support of you,
our parent body, who have placed your trust in us during this
extraordinary time, and I thank you most warmly for this. We are
particularly grateful for the continued input of the Parent Forum
and PTA at a time when members’ own work and family
commitments have been so demanding.
Looking ahead to the next academic year, which starts for pupils
of all ages on Thursday 19th August, schools will still be operating
in accordance with national public health guidance, although it is
hoped that we will see a reduction in restrictions in the new
session. It has been made clear to us by the Scottish Government
that it is currently too early for them to say which mitigations will
be required when schools resume and an update will be provided
to headteachers later in the summer. It is my intention to write to
you in detail in the week of 9th August with a full update on
arrangements.
In the meantime, I hope very much that you and your families
enjoy a healthy and happy summer.
Tenez ferme!
Anna Tomlinson
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Book
Excellence
OnlineofAuction

The online auction raised over £11,000 for our Bursary
Programme which is amazing. Thank you to everyone who
took part and congratulations to the successful winners.
There were 361 entries to the Prize Draws which together
raised £3,305!
The funds raised through our online auction will support our
bursary pupils in the next school year. Our Bursary
Programme is the school’s fundraising priority and we are
grateful to everyone who contributed towards the success of
the auction and for donating to our Bursary Programme
throughout the school year. Thank you!
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Book
of Excellence
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Nursery News (continued)
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7 Junior Biology
During the biology topic in 7 Junior science, we learnt about the life cycle of flowering plants
and butterflies. The girls were able to release some of the ‘Biology Butterflies’ this morning just
before the start of their lessons. These are Painted Lady butterflies that we have watched grow
from tiny caterpillars into beautiful orange and black butterflies. Some of the butterflies are still
to emerge from their chrysalides and the girls are hoping to release the remaining butterflies
soon.
Mrs L. Howitt
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Art Department
5 Junior
We have ended the term with a variety of scenes. Some chose to work from pictures of local
lochs, sea or mountain landscapes. Others chose to create a scene from imagination. The girls
used watercolour pencils and ink blocks, successfully blending colours and using mark making
to represent the textures and shapes with some excellent results.
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Art Department (continued)
6 Junior
The girls have recently turned their hand to animal drawings and started to plan out their ideas
for entries to the RSPB ‘Wild Art’ competition. At this stage they were just thinking about which
animal they wish to draw and what techniques they would like to use. There were lots of ideas
based on native Scottish wildlife and even some imaginary animals. Entries should be
submitted before August 27th and girls will have the summer break to complete their outcome.
More information about the competition can be found here:
https://www.rspb.org.uk/fun-and-learning/for-kids/rspb-kids-competitions/wild-art/
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Art Department (continued)
In their final junior art lesson the 7 Junior girls turned
designer/maker and created some amazing paper sculpture
headdresses. They worked in pairs or individually and worked
very hard to finish the creations that they designed in a
previous lesson. Their ideas were inspired by large scale
sculptures made of metal and they had to show inspiration from
at least two of them. The results were very impressive; well
done girls!
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Art Department (continued)
I Senior
I Senior spent their final art lesson of the year doing a variety of drawing exercises to challenge
how their brain works. They completed opposite hand drawings, unsighted drawings and
drawing with both hands at the same time. They also tested their observation skills with
charcoal drawings of a still life arrangement including skulls, flowers, fabric and plants.
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Art Department (continued)
II Senior
To bring their science inspired art project to a close, the II Senior girls completed their final
composition work this week. After looking at eyes, skin, hair and clothing through microscopes
and taking photographs, the girls’ final stage was to produce an abstract composition on a large
scale. They used a media of their choice from watercolour, inks, pastels, oil pastel resist or
colour pencils and the results were quite varied. For those who have not chosen to study art in
IIIS, this was their last ever lesson of art, and, from these results, I think they enjoyed it. Well
done girls!

IIIS trip to Aberdeen Art Gallery
IIIS started preparing for their National 5 portfolios and theory work with a trip to the art gallery.
The girl’s were tasked with analysing two paintings in preparation for their written work and
looking for inspiration for their practical work.
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Art Department (continued)

Advanced Higher
As a start to their independent project the Advanced Higher girls have been working in a small
sketchbook in response to a range of themes titled ‘Daily Drawing Challenge’. Tasks involve
looking at natural forms as inspiration and responding in a variety of media and drawing styles
to produce a range of outcomes. Techniques have included such things as blind drawings,
shadow drawings and negative space drawings with themes including roots, leaves, plants,
shadows, flowers and limpets. Here are just a few examples drawn over the first week.
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Whole School Hands Project
In Pupil Council this year, we received an amazing idea from I Senior;. To celebrate the
amazing diversity and uniqueness of all the St Margaret’s pupils, we asked everyone to draw
around their hand and decorate it. The Head Girl team then put it all together to be displayed
around school.
Thank you so much to all the pupils who contributed their hand designs - it looks amazing!
Bethany Riach
Head Girl
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II and IIIS Team Building Event
On Monday 21st June, IIS and some IIIS girls embarked on a jewellery making/enterprise day.
The day began with Miss Wood and Mrs Bedford from the art department giving a
demonstration of six different techniques that the girls could use to make different types of
jewellery. They showed us how to work with different materials such as wood, stones, glass and
even fabric to make necklaces, bracelets, earrings and brooches. The sky was the limit after
this informative introduction! After this the girls then had the morning to create a fictional
company and create a business plan to sell their creative produce as well as the opportunity to
design and create stunning jewellery that they could potentially sell. The girls were asked to
give consideration to how their company could benefit others and this could be anything from a
school driven initiative, to something in the wider community, or even a global cause. The girls
were able to choose a theme for their jewellery design and each of the groups came up with
wonderful ideas.
After much creating and designing, the girls came together again at the end of the day and we
were joined by our judges, Mrs Torrie, our Head of English, and Mrs Slater, our Head of
Guidance, who were both impressed by the high standard of jewellery and each group’s
business pitch. In the end there could be only one winner and after so much deliberation, our
judges declared the company “Save the 70’s” as the winners - congratulations to Hiba, Noemi,
Maisie, Olivia and Iris in IIA. Thank you to the art department, judges and to all the girls that
took part. It really was a very enjoyable day.
Ms S. Brown
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II and IIIS Team Building Event (continued)
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Careers Days
VS UCAS Days
On Wednesday 9th and the morning of Thursday 10th June, the current VS girls had UCAS
Days. During this time all of the girls learned about the resources and help that is available to
them to allow them to make well informed career choices. Their first virtual guest speaker,
Georgina Guest from RGU, taught them how to choose a university and how to write a personal
statement. After break they learnt all about apprenticeships from Michelle Goldpenny,and then
Lauren MacAskill from North East Scotland College gave them a talk about HND and HNC
courses as well as 2+2 degrees. In the afternoon the girls took part in a workshop run by the
British Army about money matters and to round off the first of our two careers days, Emma
Hunter from Thorpe Malloy gave them some top tips on CV writing and interview skills.
After a jam-packed Wednesday, on Thursday the day started with another workshop, this time
from Careers Sense which was run by employees of Nat West bank. This allowed the girls to
try and solve different financial problems given to them by experts in three different fields. After
this, three of our current VIS girls, Iona Adams, Konyinsola Abari and Jewel Jacob came and
chatted to them about their experiences of UCAS and the university application process. After
break the girls then got themselves registered on UCAS and began to explore the vast amount
of resources available to them on the St Margaret’s Careers website and their UCAS Google
Classroom. This contains recorded talks from previous guests and former pupils, details about
how to gather work experience, links to useful websites, and much more. To round off UCAS
Days, Mrs Goodwin came and talked to the girls about the procedure for their references and
talked about our Early Bird club.
It was a very busy day but I am sure that our V Senior girls will feel even more confident to
carve out whatever career path is right for them, knowing that their teachers will be right behind
them offering support and advice.
Law and Medic Talks
On Thursday 10th June we were delighted to welcome three lawyers to chat to our aspiring
lawyers in IV and VS. First we welcomed former pupil Kate Bradbury onto the screen. She
spoke of her experiences as a housing solicitor at Brodies and how she now currently works as
a family lawyer. The girls found it extremely interesting to learn about these two, quite different
aspects of law.
After this we were joined on screen by Mrs Susan Dickson. Mrs Dickson works in the
Government's Foreign and Commonwealth Office and she had a wealth of information to share
about her personal career journey and the work and projects she is currently involved in.
Finally, to conclude our law event, we were joined on screen by Anna Strong who works for
Stronachs. Mrs Strong started her law career in employment law and, after starting a family,
moved into the area of recruitment and human resource law.
It has been so interesting learning about each of these career paths and I have no doubt that
the girls are in a much stronger position to make a decision about pursuing a law degree and
also what areas they think they might be interested in.
After break the girls in IVS and VS who are interested in pursuing a career in medicine were
given the chance to attend our mini medic event. We were delighted to be joined virtually by
two current medical students at Aberdeen University and former pupil Sam White.
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Careers Days (continued)
We started off with second year Aberdeen University students Tara Robbie and Abby McCabe.
They had created a very informative presentation for the girls to show and speak about all the
things that need to be prepared for the medical application process. This included UCAS
deadlines, the UCAT test, test dates, costs, the MMI (Multiple Mini Interview) and personal
statements. They also talked about a day in the life of a medical student and gave good insight
to the girls of what it is really like to be a medical student - the highs and the lows! Tara and
Abby’s presentation is now available in your daughter’s careers’ Google Classroom and I highly
recommend them looking at it again to utilise the many useful links that were included. We are
very grateful to Tara and Abby for giving up their time to talk to the girls.
After this we were joined by former pupil Sam White. Sam has just graduated with a first class
honours degree in Biomedical Science and is due to start her medical degree this September,
also at Aberdeen University. Sam was able to tell the girls about this alternative route into
medicine and shared lots of information about her biomedical degree, including the modules
that she studied and career prospects. For Sam, however, her ambition has always been to be
a doctor and so we wish her every success with her medical degree and thank her very much
for sharing her experiences and knowledge with us.
IVS Careers Days
On Friday 11th June it was the IV Senior girls turn as they embarked on their careers day. The
day began with my introduction to the support available to them via the St Margaret’s Careers
Website and their new careers’ Google Classroom. Both are extremely useful places to start
when looking for reliable websites and information. After this we were joined virtually by Mr Ian
Carry from IC Executive Coaching. He conducted a workshop about teamwork. The girls had to
analyse to work in teams and to discover if the number of people in their group made a
difference to their decision-making and the group dynamic and how they would deal with it.
After break we were joined virtually by Lee Mair from RGU who talked about how to choose a
university. It made the girls think about not just the course they want to apply to, but the facilities
and resources in the campus and also in the city that they might consider moving to. After this
Craig peoples from Skills Development Scotland gave the girls a talk about the different
apprenticeship routes available to them.
In the afternoon IVS had two workshops to participate in. The first was from Careers Sense run
by Nat West Bank staff. The girls were given different financial problems and had to choose the
best way to solve them. This also made the girls think about different roles within finance such
as Sustainability Officer, Cyber Threat Intelligence Analyst and a Relationship Manager. To
round off the day the British Army gave a virtual workshop about money matters and the girls
had to complete various tasks, one of which was to work out how much it would cost to deploy a
platoon on an overseas exercise! The girls had to consider the cost of flights, rooms, rations
and ammunition for the 3-week exercise. (And in case you are wondering, the answer was
£1,148,700 for 1050 troops!)
I would like to take this opportunity to extend my sincerest thanks to all of our virtual visiting
speakers, current pupils, former pupils and staff for coming together to inform the girls about
their personal career paths and showing the numerous possibilities that lie before them. I do
hope the girls in IV and VS enjoyed their careers days and managed to learn more about the
support that is available to them in school as well as the wider community, and enjoyed learning
about different careers. I also hope that they learnt more about themselves and their own
transferable skills, strengths and weaknesses which will allow them to reflect on their careers
journey so far and think of ways to proceed with confidence in the future to be the best they can
be.
Ms S. Brown
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Careers Days (continued)
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Sports Days
Although we could not run sports day as a whole school event this year, I was delighted that we
were able to run five separate sports days instead. I am grateful to the staff who helped out at
the various events and to Hebe Carter (IVS) who piped the march pasts so we could still retain
some of our usual traditions. One of the highlights was seeing all the nursery pupils dancing
around Hebe while she piped for them! Although the rain stopped the IS - IIIS day midway
through, we were fortunate that the weather was pretty good for the others. We all managed to
enjoy either an ice-cream or a sorbet which was kindly paid for by the PTA. From Nursery to VI
Senior girls, I saw enthusiastic participation from everyone. Although there was an emphasis on
enjoyment it was also an opportunity for our athletes to shine. I am delighted to report that three
records were broken on these sports days: Sophie Jennings broke the 1991 100m record and
the 2013 hurdles record, while April Campbell broke the 2016 100m record. Please see the
complete list of medal and trophy recipients below:
3rd

2nd

1st

5 Junior

Emily Dillion

Penny Campbell

Arabella Winn

6 Junior

Elena Weber

Amelia Blythe

Rhona Nesbitt

7 Junior

Ruth Makoni

Freya Campbell

Charlotte Holroyd

I Senior

Gwen McDonald

II Senior

Olivia Fraser

Helena Gerbrandy

Josie Laing

III Senior

Shaneka Hapuarachchi

Ellie Lang

Laura Duringer

Year

Jessica Gunn & Grace Scott

INDIVIDUAL EVENTS AWARDS
1500 metres (Fastest time from I - VIS)

Jessica Gunn

Stephen Trophy
100m (Fastest time from I - IIIS)

Shaneka Hapuarachchi

Nicol Trophy
100m (Fastest time from IV, V, VIS)

Sophie Jennings

Blaiklock Trophy
High Jump (Highest jump from IV - VIS)

Sekemi Adenuga

The Colonel and Mrs J. Barclay Milne Trophy
Long Jump (Longest jump from IV - VIS)

Sophie Jennings

Lesley Watt Cup
Shot Putt (Best throw from IV - VIS)

Sophie Jennings

The Wood Plaque
Discus (Best throw from IV - VIS)

Lyona Munyoro

The Hanson and Robertson Cup
Winning Vl Senior Relay Team

Crathes

Murray Trophy
Year Group

3rd

2nd

1st

IV Senior

Aimee Anderton

Lucy Smith

Sekemi Adenuga

V Senior

Ashanee Hapuarachchi

Jane Somerset

Sophie Jennings

VI Senior

Iona Adams

Zoe Duringer

Emily Coxon

Naturally it is not possible to include footage of every child taking part in all the sports days but
we do hope this video gives you a flavour of the fun and enjoyment of the girls across all the
events. To view it click here.
Mrs K. Norval
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Sports Days (continued)
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Sports Days (continued)
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Dance Resilience Programme
I was interested to hear about a dance programme that a IIIS pupil was participating in out of
school. Fortunately, it was through Gillian Stuart and Dance Street Academy; Gillian is our
street dance instructor during the school year. I asked her if she could come in and give a
shorter version to our I and II Senior pupils. Both year groups participated in a four-hour course
learning some dance routines and reflecting on how to deal with challenges and thinking about
how to overcome them. I would like to thank former pupil Rosie Mackley and Erin from Dance
Street Academy for coming along to lead the course.
This year has indeed been a challenge for many of us and I look forward to next session and
being able to offer the girls a full programme of sporting activities. Hope you all have a
wonderful summer!
Mrs K. Norval
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Duke of Edinburgh’s Award
The Duke of Edinburgh Award Scheme is all about going the extra mile – gaining new skills,
pushing oneself physically, helping others and exploring new territories.
We were delighted that our III and IV Senior girls have had the opportunity this week to venture
to the Banchory area to carry out their expeditions....the weather was kind too!

Intermediate Biology Olympiad Results
Recently, the brand new Advanced Higher biology class participated in the Intermediate Biology
Olympiad, run by the Royal Society of Biology. This is a challenging competition, as there are
big differences between curricula between Scotland and the rest of the UK at this level in
biology.
We are delighted to hear that Katie Crabb achieved a Silver award, Jane Somerset was Highly
Commended and Meriam Elbehaderie and Marria Jobi were commended for their
performances.. Well done girls for a fantastic performance at the end of a very tiring term!
Mrs A. Miller
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Murray and Lamont Music Competitions

For the past two weeks or so, a total of 21 girls have been video-recording themselves
performing a musical entry for the annual Murray and Lamont music competitions. These are
usually live events, and the last ones were in June 2019.
Both competitions are for solo instrumentalists or singers, and are named after former members
of the music department staff. The Murray competition is for girls performing at a Grade 5
standard, and the requirement was to submit a continuous recording of a recital between 4 and
8 minutes long. The Lamont competition is for girls performing at a Grade 6+ standard, and the
requirement was to submit a continuous recording of a recital between 6 and 10 minutes long.
Given that instrumental and singing tuition has been largely online for much of the past 16
months, the number of entries was very high, and the standard was excellent.
The candidates were as follows:
MURRAY
Olivia Bonandrini – Flute, Hannah Brown – Cello, Marcy Bryce – Clarinet, Freya Corry – Voice,
Iris Emembolu – Piano, Liz Gao – Piano, Isla MacFadyen – Double Bass, Blessed McDonald –
Piano, Estelle McKenzie – Cello, Ellie Ong – Cello, Lucy Smith – Oboe and Rose Veitch –
Piano.
LAMONT
Alesha Cowling – Voice, Olivia Douglas – Voice, Niamh Dreelan – Voice,
Rebecca Jennings – Cello, Tiana Mudkavi – Voice, Ellie Ong – Piano, Emily Smith – Piano,
Jenna Stewart – Violin and Rose Veitch – Clarinet.
The competitions were adjudicated remotely by Dr Philip Coad, retired Director of Music of the
Edinburgh Academy.
Dr Coad was extremely complimentary of the standard and chose Isla MacFadyen as the
winner of the Murray Competition and Niamh Dreelan as the winner of the Lamont Competition.
Congratulations to all who took part
Mr P. Parfitt
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Music Scholarship Success
We were delighted to receive notification earlier this week of girls who have been awarded
scholarships at NESMS (North East of Scotland, Music School). Congratulations to all girls
on such a wonderful achievement.
Mr P. Parfitt
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Inchgarth Community Centre - Food Bank Donations
Our foodbank has been incredibly busy lately, and if there's anything COVID-19 has shown
us, it's that there are so many people that need the generosity and help of others. We're
counting on the generosity of folks like you to help us help those in need. Any support you
can give would be greatly appreciated, no matter how small.
You can donate food directly here at the centre or you can use our Amazon wish list:
https://www.amazon.co.uk/hz/wishlist/ls/1X0E6I4GCPF66?ref_=wl_share
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Book of Excellence

Inchgarth Community Centre has been running fantastic
Zumba classes for children over the last 6 weeks, and we
want to extend that further and deliver more of this
throughout the summer.
Thanks to our successful funding from the NHS Endowment Trust, the classes are free.
We want to offer activities to kids this summer so they
can have a great and active summer!
To sign up for the class, please email us at inchgarthcc1@btinternet.com
You must include your child's name, the school they attend and a contact telephone number in your email.
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